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It is not without some irony that one considers both the format and
source of this collection of materials — the almost apologetic tone in which
both the collection and so many of its individual pieces present their views
and the smallness and certainly unofficial character of the institution (Mormon Heritage) whose voice is raised. One is led to ask in a church of millions which has experienced the persecutions of the past, which knows firsthand the evils of war, which holds forth all of the Book of Mormon and
Doctrine and Covenants as scripture (not just those portions that advocate
support for constituted government) and which claims modern revelation,
why so few perceive the moral Tightness of the positions urged in this volume?
Why isn't the substance of this volume found in the proceedings of a recent
general conference? Why isn't it the subject of a recent issue of the Ensign
or the New Era? Why aren't those within the Church who are conscientious
objectors accorded a full measure of the love of their brethren and the outspoken approval of the general authorities for so courageous an action? Surely
these and not those who march off to war are among the "meek" who shall
"inherit the earth."
One may even ask, why is there an official church silence with respect
to participation in this war which today is so unnecessary, so terrible in its
conduct and character, whose enormities and excesses are so great as to be
incalculable in terms of human misery — why is there silence? Silence has
been interpreted by church member and non-member alike as approval of
the national policy and position. It has led to harassment and disapproval
(from persons both inside and outside the church) of those comparatively
few church members who seek conscientious objector status. More important,
at a time when our own young people, indeed when a broad cross-section of
the youth of the entire nation, cry out for moral leadership, an end to war,
an addressing of national energies to long unmet domestic needs, we seem69

ingly favor and support a militarist national policy which continues both
to prepare for and to wage war. Where is our moral leadership?
And we are so caught up in our view that these are the last days, that
shortly the Constitution must hang by a thread and we must play our foreordained role, and that communism is the bear that must be slain, that many
of us fail as individual church members today to live our own doctrines.
Isn't it a gospel of love, of mercy, of forgiveness, of peace? And shouldn't
we recall that "no man knoweth the hour?" I fear that many within the
Church from the highest to the least have aligned themselves too closely with
a political idealogy and not closely enough with the teachings of Christ,
Helaman, Ammon, Nephi, Moroni, Joseph Smith. This not only dims one's
perception of the gospel but it dims one's tolerance of viewpoints other than
his own. I find this plea for tolerance to be one of the major theses of the
authors. And how can it be denied in a church which has experienced so
much intolerance and in which free agency is so important a doctrine? But
for Mormon conscientious objectors there is today precious little tolerance.
If this volume succeeds modestly in even this one regard it will have repaid
its sponsors and authors many fold.
As to the volume itself — it is short and comparatively easy and interesting reading. There is some repetition and there are some typographical
errors that distract the reader. The scriptural and bibliographical references
are ample and useful. It is unfortunate that finances dictated not only the
smallness of the print (it is hard on the eyes) but an initial printing of only
500 copies. The materials merit much wider circulation.
As in any collection of materials, some pieces are more forceful and
better written than others. Keeler's "A Plea for Tolerance" though short is
certainly one of the better articles. Nibley's "Renounce War" is important not
so much for what it says (though the arguments made are certainly compelling)
but for who is saying it and for the context in which the remarks were originally made. "An Important Message to the Men of B.Y.U." is interesting not
only because of the strength of the message but because it apparently took
some courage to state anti-war and conscientious-objector views and to adhere to them in the aftermath of events on that campus. The point previously
made with respect to intolerance for other's views is certainly and tragically
brought home here. The two sections, "Mormons and the Selective Service"
and "Two Men's Experiences" will, I'm afraid, be viewed as cookbook pieces
showing the do's and don't's of official letter-writing and filing for conscientious-objector status. Because of their brevity and incompleteness I'm certain
they were not intended to serve this purpose, but individuals dealing with
selective service boards are likely to seize upon the language and approaches
presented that worked and avoid approaches that failed without analyzing
the reasons for success or failure in the particular case. Thomasson's "In
Good Conscience" is the most thorough, particularly in terms of the footnotes,
which not only support the main arguments but also direct the reader to a
much wider range of related materials. One or two of the selected pieces
are either maudlin in tone or not well written, but on balance they do not
detract significantly from the volume as a whole.
There does, however, seem to be a fallacy in the few materials which
compare the conscientious objector to the person who disobeys what he deems
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